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Introduction 
The month of August was a month of expansion in women’s crackdown and new of oppression 
against women. This month began with the execution of an innocent women in Gohardasht 
Prison of Karaj, west of Tehran, and ended with the approval of the “Plan to Protect Hijab and 
Virtue”, allowing the regime to arrest more women and impose further pressure on women 
under the pretext of controlling the dress code. 
In the meantime the month of August was the month of widespread demonstrations by 
nurses, teachers and physicians, in which women played a significant role. In their gatherings, 
sit-ins and protests they demanded access to fundamental freedoms and their right to work. 
Amongst other developments which found their way into the media was the condition of 
women in detention and dire conditions in women’s prison.  The conditions of Atena 
Faraghdani, Narges Mohammadi, Zeinab Jalalian and Atena Daemi were reported in the media 
due to their deteriorating physical conditions and being deprived of medical care by state 
officials while in prison. These rights violations raised protests from civil and political activists 
outside the regime’s public prosecutor’s office in Tehran and Evin Prison. 
 
 

Systematic Violation of Right to Life 
Execution and Death Sentences 

 
Execution 
Fatemeh Haddadi was a mother who was executed on 10 August in Gohardasht Prison of 
Karaj, west of Tehran. She was 39 and the mother of a small girl. Haddadi had already spent 8 
years behind bars. Her execution was the 55th case of women executed in Rouhani’s tenure. 
 

Prison 
Prison Conditions 
Last month imprisoned women were deprived of even basic medical care despite their dire 
physical conditions. The agents used this to place even more pressure on female prisoners and 
psychologically torture the detainees. 

In this regard, Narges Mohammadi's husband explained the inhuman 
behavior by Tehran's public prosecutor and Evin Prison officials towards his 
wife, while she is suffering from lung embolism and severe 
muscle cramps. Mohammadi needs specific medication for her 

conditions, yet the Evin clinic chief is refusing to provide her such medication. 
Zeinab Jalalian was yet another example. She is on the verge of losing her 
eyesight. Zeinab’s sister has described her conditions as dangerous and 
emphasized that her loss of eyesight has been due to the torture imposed on her. 

Atena Faraghdani, artist and civil activist, has suffered a new illness while in 
prison and according to her lawyer she is now suffering from lymph gland 
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problems. The conditions of this imprisoned activist is reported as concerning. However, the 
regime’s agents have deprived her of basic medical services. 
In the meantime, the physical conditions of Atena Daemi, another civil and child rights activist, 
has been reported as concerning. She is most likely to be suffering from MS. 
She was completely healthy before going to prison and the illness she is 
suffering from now is the result of her time in prison, a source informed 
about her conditions said. Emphasizing on stonewalling by agents regarding 
receiving necessary medical care for her, this source said after pictures of Atena were posted 
on the Internet as she was being taken to a hosptial, security officials told her and her family, 
“You are crossing the red line and we will not allow you to be sent to a hospital again.” 
 

Basic Rights Violations 
A bill called the “Plan to Protect Hijab and Virtue” was implemented in the month of August 

aimed at expanding the crackdown of women under the guise of fighting 
improper clothing and ‘bad hijab’. Security agents in streets were seeking 
to arrest women and fined them on these pretexts. This bill was not 
limited to controlling streets. Women employees who were considered 
having bad hijab were fined and their monthly paychecks would be 
reduced.  

In this regard the Ardebil public prosecutor said there will be measures 
taken on the street to implement the plan to further crackdown on 
women. The spokesman of the Iranian regime’s joint culture and 
judicial commission said this commission has passed a bill based on 
fining any improperly veiled woman in a car the equivalence of $30. 
The state-run IKNA news agency wrote the commission focusing on 
this bill in the parliament has passed articles of a bill under which it says if women working in 
administrative offices do not abide by hijab standards, a portion of their monthly salaries will 
be decreased. A $30 fine and ten negative points await anyone seen driving without proper 
hijab. 
The expanding phenomenon of homeless women sleeping in the streets was yet another issue 
that was very shocking in the month of August regarding the status of women.  
In this regard the state-run Mehr news agency cited a university professor who spent a few 
nights with homeless people on the streets. Dr. Chitchian says the conditions of homeless 
people sleeping on the streets are so dire that unborn children still in their mother’s wombs 
are sold for 17,500,000 rials (equal to $500). 
 
 
 
 

Women’s Protests 
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In the month of August women working in the medical community were on strike. Their 
protests engulfed the cities of Tehran, Shiraz, Ardebil, Yassuj, Sanandaj, Karaj, Kazerun, Tabriz 
and Hamedan, focusing on improper behavior and illegal detention of a female physician by 
the name of Dr. Razmjouie, and also the unjust policies adopted by Rouhani’s Health Ministry. 
 
Chronology of Protests and Gatherings in August: 
July 29: Strike launched by Bahonar Hospital nurses in Karaj. They 
expressed their support for Dr. Razmjouie who was severely 
beaten by regime officials. 
July 29: Khomeini Hospital nurses striked in the city of Maku 
July 30: Gathering of physicians, nurses and medical staff of 
Kazeroun Hospital 
July 30: Taleghani Hospital nurses and medical staff protested 
Health Ministry policies  
August 3: Razi Hospital nurses and medical staff in Tabriz 

protested Health Ministry policies and not receiving their salaries 
August 4: Shiraz Medical School female students rallied, 
protesting exams 
August 5: Hamedan Medical School femle students rallied, 
protesting nurses’ low wages 
August 8: Ebn Sina Psychiatric Hospital nurses/students rallied in 

Mashhad protesting Health Ministry policies 
August 9: Gathering of nearly 200 kindergarten teachers outside 
the regime’s parliament in Tehran, protesting the policies of 
Rouhani’s government on hiring female teachers 
August 9: Ghaem Hospital nurses in Karaj protested Health 

Ministry policies 
August 10: Rally held by nurses and medical staff of Ali ibn 
Abitaelb in the city of Rafsanjan protesting the staff’s problems 
and not receiving their paychecks. 
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